
Basic Music Concepts
Full "Extended" NAF Scale
Below is the full "extended" scale with Number TAB. Accidentals (sharps ♯ or flats ♭) 
are shown to indicate notes that are out of the key signature for NAF TAB. (A key 
signature are the four sharps at the left of each music staff.) Alternate fingerings are 
shown as the second of a pair. Not all flutes play them. The minor and major 2nd are 
shown even though most players never play them because they are too unstable and 
risky. Fingerings above the octave may vary from flute to flute. 

NAF Extended Scale: Number TAB

Here is the extended scale shown in NAF TAB and Number TAB. Sharps in parenthesis 
are a courtesy, showing those note that are already given a sharp in the key signature.

NAF Extended Scale: Number TAB and NAF TAB
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Note Duration and Divisions
Let’s take a look at how note durations relate to one another as they divide:

The Pie of Rhythm
Think of these note lengths, or values, like pieces of a pie. When a pie is cut into pieces 
each piece is still part of the whole. In 4/4 a whole note takes up a whole measure. 
Divided in half it becomes two half notes, each lasting half a measure. Keep dividing the 
notes they take up less of the measure. Don't confuse short notes as faster notes. Time 
(fast - slow) is a function of the beat and tempo, not the length of a note.

The diagram below shows these notes with their corresponding "rests." Rests tell the 
player not to play. The chart also shows the other parts of NAF TAB. 

Time Signature
The top number indicates how many beats in a measure, the bottom note which type of 
note is equal to, or gets the beat.
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Meter
Meter, like a time signature, indicates how many beats are in a measure, but goes 
farther, describing the pattern in which the beats are organized. Most Western music 
contains repeating patterns, shown as measures. Meter informs the performer, and 
listener, where the metrical, or natural, accents occur in each measure and how the 
basic beat is divided. There are two basic meters, duple (or simple) and triple (or 
compound.)

Duple Meter
Duple meters have beats that are divided in two. Common meters are 2/2, 4/4 and 3/4. 

Below are two examples of duple meter. The beat is a quarter note. Divisions of the 
beat are by two. 1 quarter divides into 2 eighth notes; 1 eight note divides into 2 
sixteenth notes..

4/4 and 3/4

Triple Meter
The beat in triple meter is divided into three. Common triple meters are 6/8, 9/8 and 
12/8. Even though the itms signature shows the beat as assigned to eight notes, in 
reality it occurs every dotted quarter. Unlike duple meter, the beat in triple meter is 
divided into three. 1 dotted quarter divides into 3 eighth notes.

Below are examples of triple meters. While the first measure below shows all six 8th 
notes, the others show them the way they are really performed. So 6/8 really has two 
beats per measure, each a dotted quarter, which is subdivided into three 8th notes.

This division of two beats divided in threes can clearly be heard when performed. 
Beyond the basic division of the beat into three, each division is then divided in half, as 
shown in the last two measure in the example below:
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A tune in 6/8

Other meters exist but are not that common in Western music. Many of these meters do 
not have clear groups of metrical accents. One example is 5/4.

In the first measure below there is a simple statement in 5/4. In the next two measures 
the metrical accents fall on beats one and three. In the last two measures the accents 
fall on one and four. 5/4 can be performed as 2+3 or 3+2

One of the most famous examples of 5/4 is the repeating ostinato from a TV show (and 
later a movie) theme. Can you figure out the show was? Are the accents 2+3 or 3+2?

Triplets
When a beat that is normally divided in two is forced to divide into three it is called a 
triplet. A beat that is normally divided in three divides in two that is a duplet. These are 
both indicated by a small number over, or under the new division. If the number is on 
next to the note head there will be a bracket.
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Glossary of Terms
Here are some of the terms we will be using.

Articulation
The type of technique used to play or sing a note or multiple notes. In NAF playing, 
articulation usually refers to the playing style, (legato, staccato,) how notes are phrased, 
and the use (or non use) of the tongue to momentarily break the airflow. The use of 
ornaments also influences articulation. See: Legato, Ornaments Staccato, Tonguing

Beat
A pulse in music that is part of a repeating unit (measure.) The first pulse of any 
measure is labeled Beat #1, the second pulse Beat #2, etc. The number of pulses in 
any given measure will be defined by the time signature, but the most common number 
of pulses (beats) in Western music is four per measure.

Beats have an inherent (metric) stress to them, and depending upon where they occur 
in a measure are referred to as strong or weak beats. The first beat of any measure 
always is always a strong beat and is called the downbeat. In 4/4 time the strong beats 
are beats #1 and #3. In 3/4 time there is usually only a strong beat on beat #1.

Strong beats are sometimes called “on” beats, while weak beats are called “off” beats. 
The second half of a subdivided beat can also be referred to as an “off” beat. 
See Syncopation

Cadence:
An ending phrase that brings a musical (melodic) idea to a conclusion or resolution. 
Cadences can convey a sense of complete resolution, like the period at the end of a 
sentence, or a sense of partial resolution, like a comma. Cadences can occur at the end 
of a melody/tune, a section, a complete song or all of these places. There are two main 
cadences for NAF music:

! Root Cadence ! A cadence that ends on the root of the song. This type of 
! ! cadence conveys a sense of complete resolution. Like a 
! ! period at the end of a sentence.
! Non-Root Cadence! A cadence that ends on any note other that the root (or 
! ! the octave.) This type of cadence conveys a sense of 
! ! partial resolution, like a comma.

Climax
That part of a melody, tune or a complete song which has the most “tension.”

Coda Italian for Tail
A short musical idea at the end of a section or song. It is sometimes a repeated 
cadence.
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Embellishments
See Ornaments

Form
The order in which different melodies/tunes are arranged from the beginning to the end 
of a song. Some examples of simple forms are  ABA, AABA, ABAB, ABCA, etc.

Interval 
An interval is the distance between two notes. General intervals are determined by note 
name distance, (the distance between two letter names) while more precise intervals 
are determined by the number of half steps between them.  Basic intervals are also 
shown by the lines and spaces of a musical staff. A 3rd could be either two lines + one 
space apart, or two spaces + one line apart. To determine the “quality” of the 3rd (major 
or minor) the half steps between the two notes would have to be counted.

Key
A key can be defined two different ways:

1. A set of pitches produced by a NAF based on the distance of the notes from the 
bottom note, which define and name the key of the flute.

2. The way a set of pitches relate to each other, having a natural tension and 
resolution. (Push-and-Pull) The bottom note of the key is not based on the 
bottom note of an instrument.

While much of the music written for the NAF is in the same key as the flute it is play on, 
for most other instruments this is rarely the case. 

Most solo songs written for NAF are not specified to be played in a specific key, but 
rather the song can be played on any NAF regardless of the key. Therefore the majority 
of NAF music is “self-transposing,” meaning that the key moves automatically based on 
the key of the flute being played. For almost all other Western music, the key is fixed 
and the pitches are not moved (transposed) with each instrument, instead the 
instrument playing the music has to play those specific pitches. (NAFs having a limited 
pitch set can’t do this.) One common exception to this is vocal music which is some 
times transposed (key changed) to better sit in the range of a specific singer’s voice.

Key Signature !
Like the clef, the key signature in NAF TAB is always the same, 4 Sharps ( ♯ ), which 
look like hash tags or pound signs. These never change for the vast majority of music 
for Native American Style Flute, so for now we can just ignore it too.

Legato
Playing in a connected smooth manner. (Italian: connected)
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Measure!
A section of the staff that contains the number of beats as specified !by the time 
signature. Measures are defined by thin vertical lines. Here is an example of one 
measure.

!
! Here is a measure shown with four beats. !

	
 	

(Note: the numbers designate each beat, not Number TAB.)

Melody or Tune (Two names for the same thing.) 
A complete, short melodic musical idea that has a beginning, middle (climax,) and end 
(cadence.) Melodies/Tunes are frequently based on motifs. Two or more melodies or 
tunes are put together to create Songs. Melodies or tunes can also be called Themes. 
When melodies are put together to make a song they are frequently labeled with a 
letter. The first melody in a song would be called/labeled A. The second melody would 
be called B. These continue alphabetically with the labels C, D, etc.

Meter
Meter defines the number of beats in a measure and which beats are inherently strong 
(accented) or weak. Meter also defines whether or not beats are subdivided into two 
halves (simple meter) or three thirds (compound meter.) Although closely related to 
Time Signature, meter tell us a bit more about the flow and division of the pulse.

Motif
A group of notes that are used as the seed to create longer musical ideas, like tunes/
melodies. Motifs are typically repeated with small changes to create longer melodies/
tunes.

Minor vs. Major
Some intervals, mostly thirds, sixths and sevenths on the NAF, can be either major or 
minor. In the basic scale of the NAF, these intervals are all minor. Minor intervals are 
thought of as being more moody, dramatic or even “sad,” while major intervals are 
thought of as being more uplifting, positive, “happy.”

Since the NAF is tuned to a minor pentatonic scale, it mostly plays minor intervals. 
However, by using the chart at the beginning of this handout, you can find the fingerings 
for the major intervals as well. If you want to get a good sense of the difference in sound 
and emotional quality between minor and major, play the root note then the minor 3rd, 
then immediately play the root note then the major 3rd. You will easily hear the 
difference between major and minor intervals.
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Ornaments
Ornaments (or embellishments) are musical flourishes that decorate or “embellish” a 
melody. In music for the NAF, most ornaments are not written into the score but are left 
to the discretion of the performer. The amount of ornamentation used in a melody is 
dependent on many factors, with the durations of the notes and the tempo of the melody 
being two major consideration. Slower tempos and/or longer durations allow more room 
to add ornamentations.

Types of ornaments for the NAF are:
• Chirps (Barks, Woofs)
• Bends
• Mordents
• Trills
• Turns

Ostinato
A short phrase that repeats itself relentlessly. (Italian: obstinate)

Phrase
A group of notes that are played with one breath. A phrase can be the length of a motif 
or longer or shorter, depending upon the context. See Slur Line

Pickup
1. A note, or group of notes that immediately proceed and anticipate the first 

measure of a musical work.
2. A note, or group of notes that immediately proceed and anticipate a downbeat.

An alternate term would be “anacrusis,” which is borrowed from poetry.

Resolution:
A sense of relief from any tension created in a melody, tune, song or just a few notes. 
Cadences usually contain some form of resolution.

Rest
A duration shown with a musical symbol, during which the player does not play.

Rhythm
Rhythm is the combination of longer and shorter notes in a regulated / repeated 
succession of strong and weak beats, usually as part of a group of notes. A group of 
notes, and their different durations can also be referred to as a rhythm. Rhythm works 
closely with the pulse, (beats) and measures of music. How certain notes fall on 
stronger or weaker beats in a measure (or measures) is one of the main defining 
aspects of rhythm. Most rhythms are short enough to quickly memorize and anticipate.

Rhythmic Figure
A rhythm that is repeated a lot so as to become a defining part. This can be for a 
specific song or a style of music. 
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Riff
See Ostinato

Scale
Any set of notes organized by pitch within an octave. Scales are usually ordered in 
ascending pitches.

Scales are typically based on the bottom note of the note set, which is called the root, 
fundamental or tonic. The notes of a scale are measured by intervalic distances from 
note-to-note. Number TAB is based on the interval distance of each note from the root 
note and is standardized for the pentatonic minor, shown below. 

Minor 3rdMinor 3rd Whole StepWhole StepWhole Step Whole StepWhole Step Minor 3rdMinor 3rd Whole StepWhole Step

Root 33 4 5 7 8

Slur Line
An arcing line (see below) that connects a group of notes indicating they are part of a 
phrase, and/or are to be played in one breath. See Phrase

Song 
Two or more melodies/tunes put together in some form to create a longer musical  idea.

Staccato
Notes that are detached from each other. (Italian: detached) Does not mean short.

Staff!
The five horizontal lines and the four corresponding spaces of the treble clef.

Syncopation
Rhythmic emphasis on “off” beats, or weaker beats. Syncopation is a general term for 
rhythmic stresses or accents that occur on weak or “off” beats. See Beats

TAB or Tablature
Any notation system that shows fingerings rather than actual pitches.

Time Signature!
The time signature defines the meter of one, or more, measures. A time signature is 
made up of two numbers, one above the other. 

1. The top number tells us how many beats, or pulses, (think foot-taps,) in each 
measure. 

2. The bottom number tells us which type of note is assigned to, or “gets the beat". 
Usually a quarter note.
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Tonguing
A specific movement of the tongue to articulate a note or notes. Tonguing techniques 
usually involve “saying” silent syllables into the flute, such as “Da” or “To”. This moves 
the tongue in specific ways to affect and interrupt the airflow. When tonguing syllables 
are done back-to-back, such as “Da - Ga,” this is called Double Tonguing. Three 
syllables back-to-back, like “Da-Ga-Da” are called Triple Tonguing.
Flutter Tonguing is produced in the same manner as a Spanish rolling “Rrrrrrr.”
See articulation

Vibrato
Vibrato is a pulsating effect produced by modulating volume or pitch. Vibrato on the 
NAF is generated by a pulsing increase and decrease of air flow (breath pressure.) It is 
controlled by the diaphragm.

Copyright
The term copyright means that the author of a work (or the composer of a song) has the 
sole and exclusive right to make copies of their work. For you, as a budding performer 
and possible songwriter, copyright makes it illegal for others to make copies of your 
work without: 

1. Getting your permission
2. Compensating you for your hard work

A work/song/poem/book is copyrighted the moment it is put into a tangible form. This 
can be a recording of a song, notes written on a piece of paper, or even some Number 
TAB scribbled on a napkin. Once anyone makes a physical representation of their 
creation it is automatically copyrighted. This includes audio and video copies and 
handouts.

This is a complex topic, but simply put, no one has the right to make a copy of a song, 
recording, video or napkin without the creator's approval and permission, even if they’ve 
purchased an authorized copy. For example, if someone buys a CD with music on it, 
they own the polycarbonate disc, but not the music embedded in it. If they purchase 
some sheet music of a song they own the paper, but not the notes printed on the paper

Illegal copies are not new to the digital age. Beethoven and other composers of his time 
complained about publishers selling editions of their music without permission. In fact, 
protecting the rights of content creator was so important to the founding “fathers” that 
they included it in the Constitution as Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 of the United States 
Constitution, known as the “Copyright Clause.” It is an American as apple pie.

Please be respectful of the artistic creations of others and do not make copies of works 
that are not yours.
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